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DPI CONCEPTS X BANNER mini
200mm x 400mm

Get your message across to the masses with this super affordable mini counter display. 
Graphics are easily interchangeable and can be changed on location. Our X Banner 
Mini comes packaged in a handy carry pouch, simply fold the legs open, attach 
the print and place on any counter top. The X Banner Mini is constructed from 
lightweight yet durable plastic components, is supplied with a full colour non 
curl pvc print, and handy nylon carry pouch. Our Mini Branded X Banner is 
the perfect choice for national bthe perfect choice for national branding roll outs where budget and space 
is limited.

Facts:

Size: 200mm (w) x 400mm (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas

Carry Bag: Nylon carry pouch

Packing Size: 30mm (h) x 300mm (w) x 30mm (d)

Weight: 0.5kg

Warranty:Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS X BANNER 60

Our X Banner 60 takes value to another level! Ideal for limited budgets and large promotional 
campaigns, the X-banner 60 is lightweight, quick and easy to set up and change graphics and 
packs up neatly into our smallest carry bag. The X Banner 60 is constructed from durable yet 
lightweight aluminium, is supplied with a full colour non curl pvc or fabric print and durable 
nylon carry bag. 

Facts:

Size:Size: 590mm (w) x 1.5m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas fabric

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag with shoulder strap

Packing Size: 50mm (h) x 1050mm (w) x 16mm (d)

Weight: 2kg

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS X BANNER 120
1.2m x 2m

The X Banner 120 is identical in design to the X Banner 60, the only difference 
being the size. Standing 2m high, this unit offers maximum impact at minimum 
cost. Its lightweight, quick and easy to set up and change graphics on site. 

The X Banner 120 is constructed from durable yet lightweight 
aluminium, is supplied with a full colour non curl pvc or fabric 
print and durable nylon carry bag. 

Facts:Facts:

Size: 1.2m (w) x 2m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas fabric

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag with shoulder strap

Packing Size: 80mm (h) x 1410mm (w) x 19mm (d)

Weight: 4kg

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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Our X Banner Outdoor is the only banner stand of its kind which can be used either indoors or outdoors, it can also be used 
single sided as well as double sided, but that’s not all, because it utilizes an innovative ratchet system the height can also be 
adjusted, this means that you are not forced to use a standard size print for your branding campaigns, we do however 
suggest a common print size which works for most customers, see below for suggested print sizes. 

The X Banner Outdoor is supplied with an attractive water or sand-filled plastic moulded base, once
filled it will not blow over. It incorporates an adjustable telescopic pole, top and bottom tension rods 
and full colour non curl pvc or fabric print. Prints are easily interchangeable and requires no tools of and full colour non curl pvc or fabric print. Prints are easily interchangeable and requires no tools of 
any sort. The X Banner Outdoor is supplied with an attractive water or sand-filled plastic moulded 
base for stability in outdoor applications.
 Facts:

Size: 600mm (w) x 1.5m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay Flat pvc or Dye-Sublimated Gazebo Canvas Fabric

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag

Packing Size: 220mm (h) x 520mm (w) x 36mm (d)

Weight: 5kg (empty) or 30kg (filled)

Warranty:Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za
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DPI CONCEPTS EASY SCREEN LITE
850mm x 2m

The Easy Screen Lite is our entry level, lightweight, compact roll up banner. Although it is the cheapest 
in our range of pull up banners, it still carries our quality stamp of approval. It has the same top 
quality internal spring as well as a thicker aluminium channel than most “economy” bases, giving 
this unit a better lifespan than most. This roll up banner stand is easy to handle, stable and can 
be used over and over again. The Easy Screen Lite is supplied with a non curl full colour digitally
 printed pvc or fabric print and durable nylon carry bag. 

Facts:Facts:

Size: 850mm (w) x 2m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas print

Carry Bag: Durable nylon carry bag with shoulder strap 

Packing Size: 110mm (h) x 900mm (w) x 110mm (d)

Weight: 4kg

Warranty: 15 year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS EASY SCREEN COM PACT
850mm x 2m

The Easy Screen Compact range of roll up banners are exclusive to Dpi Concepts. 
10 years later we still hold the sole distribution rights in South Africa for this stylish 
two toned range of pull up banners. With the best quality internal parts, extra 
strength pole and clamp-top system as well as easy-access padded carry bag, 
the overall quality of this base cannot be matched. The Easy Screen Compact 
is sturdy and compact, easy to set up and is supplied with a full colour digitally 
printed non curl pvc or fabric print. The Easy Screen Compact is often referred printed non curl pvc or fabric print. The Easy Screen Compact is often referred 
to as a pull up banner, roller banner, retractable banner, banner stand or pop up 
banner.

Facts:

Size: 850mm (w) x 2m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas print 

Carry Bag: Padded nylon carry bag with shoulder strap

Packing Size:Packing Size: 110mm (h) x 900mm (w) x 110mm (d)

Weight: 5kg

Warranty: 15 year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS EASY SCREEN LUX 85
850mm x 2m

The Easy Screen Lux 85 is our top of the range deluxe roll up banner which embodies 
elegance, functionality and quality as well as an attractive two toned black and 
silver finish or black with black side caps. With the same top quality internal 
parts as the Compact, this base offers the best quality money can buy, the 
only difference is the wider base which gives the unit a solid look and feel. 
As with all our roll up banners, the Easy Screen Lux is supplied with a full 
colour digitally printed non curl pvc or fabric print and ducolour digitally printed non curl pvc or fabric print and durable nylon 
carry bag. 

Facts:

Size: 850mm (w) x 2m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas print

Carry Bag: Padded nylon carry bag with shoulder strap 

Packing Size: 120mm (h) x 920mm (w) x 240mm (d)

Weight: Weight: 7kg

Warranty: 15 year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS EASY SCREEN LUX 120
1200mm x 2m

The Easy Screen Lux 120 is a wider version of our popular Easy Screen Lux 85 retractable 
banner stand finished in a unique black and silver two tone colour scheme. This roll up 
banner is easy to handle, very stable and can be used over and over again. This Roll 
Up Banner is the best solution if you need a wider print area but don’t want to 
sacrifice portability. The Easy Screen Lux 120 is supplied with a full colour 
digitally printed non curl pvc or fabric print and durable nylon carry bag.

Facts:Facts:

Size: 1.2m (w) x 2m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas print

Carry Bag: Padded nylon carry bag with shoulder strap 

Packing Size: 110mm (h) x 1250mm (w) x 110mm (d)

Weight: 7kg

Warranty: 15 year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS EASY SCREEN LUX 150
1500mm x 2m

The Easy Screen Lux 150 is our widest retractable banner stand and is the perfect 
solution where a wide branding area is required with minimal footprint. It is also 
finished in a unique black and silver two tone colour scheme. This roll up banner 
stand is easy to handle, very stable and can be used over and over again. The 
Easy Screen Lux 150 is supplied with a full colour digitally printed non curl 
pvc or fabric print and durable nylon carry bag.

Facts:Facts:

Size: 1.5m (w) x 2m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas print

Carry Bag: Padded nylon carry bag with shoulder strap 

Packing Size: 110mm (h) x 1550mm (w) x 110mm (d)

Weight: 7kg

Warranty: 15 year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS EASY SCREEN COM PACT double sided
850mm x 2m

The Easy Screen Compact Double Sided is a sturdy and compact double sided roll up 
banner finished in a unique black and silver two tone colour scheme. This roll up 
banner stand is the perfect solution for two way traffic areas like centre court 
promotions and in-store activations. With the same quality parts as our single 
sided compact as well as our Lux base, this unit is easy to handle, very stable 
and with dual branding offers excellent value. The Easy Screen Compact 
Double Sided is supplied with two full colour digitally printed non curl Double Sided is supplied with two full colour digitally printed non curl 
pvc or fabric prints and durable nylon carry bag. 

Facts:

Size: 850m (w) x 2m (h) 

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated gazebo canvas print

Carry Bag: Padded nylon carry bag

Carry Bag: Padded nylon carry bag with shoulder strap 

Packing Size:Packing Size: 110mm (h) x 900mm (w) x 240mm (d)

Weight: 10kg

Warranty: 15 year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS SLIM  BANNER WALL
Our Slim Banner Wall is a super-slim double sided banner wall and is a mere 30mm thick. Durability, 
ease of setup, minimal weight, small packing size and the competitive price of this product make it a 
very popular option when considering a graphic of this size. Multiple prints can be supplied with a 
single frame, saving costs on multiple brand campaigns. The slim banner wall offers excellent 
overall value compared to any other freestanding banner walls of this size.

Facts:

Sizes: 

3000mm (w) x 2000mm (h) Landscape
850mm (w) x 2000mm (h) Portrait
1200mm (w) x 2000mm (h) Portrait
1500mm (w) x 2000mm (h) Portrait

Graphic panel:Graphic panel: Dye-Sublimated Polytwill Fabric print

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag with zip and shoulder strap

Packaging size:  350mm x 200mm x 900mm

Weight:  12 kg

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS POP UP FABRIC STRAIGHT
The Pop Up Fabric Straight banner wall is one of our most popular and fastest moving products in our range. 
With a miniscule 2 minute setup and breakdown time, low cost vs graphic size and super small packing size 
it’s no wonder this product maintains its position on the popularity scale. On set up, the fabric is 
automatically stretched out to create a smooth surface.  Perfect for interviews, photographic 
backdrops, centre court promotions, exhibitions and general trade shows. The Pop Up Fabric 
Straight banner wall is available in four sizes and is supplied with a handy nylon carry bag
with zip and shoulder stwith zip and shoulder strap. 

Sizes: 

2250mm (w) x 2250mm (h) (3X3)     3000mm (w) x 2250mm (h) (4X3) 
3750mm (w) x 2250mm (h) (5X3)     4500mm (w) x 2250mm (h) (6X3)

Packing Sizes:

870mm (h) x 400mm (w) x 320mm (d) (3x3)     870mm (h) x 400mm (w) x 320mm (d) (4x3) 
870mm (h) x 480mm (w) x 440mm (d) (5x3)     870mm (h) x 480mm (w) x 440mm (d) (6x3)    

Graphic Panel: Dye sublimated Poly Twirl fabric print

Weights: 13 kg (3x3) 14 kg (4x3) 16kg (5x3) 19kg (6x3)

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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The Pop Up Fabric Curved banner wall is a new addition to the pop up fabric range and takes the place of the outdated and expensive magnetic curved 
banner wall system. It provides a more corporate style wherever it is used but requires substantially more floor space than its straight counterpart due 
to the shape of the frame. On set up, the fabric is automatically stretched out to create a smooth surface.  Perfect for interviews, photographic 
backdrops, centre court promotions, exhibitions and general trade shows. The Pop Up Fabric Curved banner wall is available in 
three sizes and is supplied with a handy nylon carry bag with zip and shoulder strap.

Sizes: 

Front visual size 4x3: 2800mm (w) x 2250mm (h) 
Total print size:          3700mm (w) x 2350mm (h)
Front visual size 5x3: 3500mm (w) x 2250mm (h) 
Total print size:          4200mm (w) x 2350mm (h)
Front visual size 6x3: 4200mm (w) x 2250mm (h) 
Total print size:Total print size:          4900mm (w) x 2350mm (h) 

Graphic panel: Dye sublimated Poly Twirl fabric print

Packing size: 

870mm (h) x 400mm (w) x 320mm (d) (4x3) 
870mm (h) x 480mm (w) x 440mm (d) (5x3) 
Weights: 14 kg (4x3) 16 kg (5x3) 
  
Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warrantyWarranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty

Total print sizes include 500mm wrap around panel per side We require 50mm bleed all round to final ready artwork
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DPI CONCEPTS DEM O TABLE
STRAIGHT

Demonstration Tables are used for in-store activations and promotions, 
our branded demo tables are lightweight, durable and cost effective. 
With interchangeable graphics, multiple brand campaigns can be 
used with a single set of hardware, maximising your marketing 
budget. 

Facts:

Size:Size: 850mm (w) x 750mm(h) x 350mm(d)

Graphic Panel: Dye sublimated polyester fabric

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag

Packing Size: 900(w) 650mm (h) x 150(d)

Weight: 6kg

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty

Optional Middle Shelf
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DPI CONCEPTS CURVED DEM O TABLES
Utilise this super slick Curved Promo Counter for any application from 
instore product activations and tasting counters to large exhibition 
stands and conferences. Full portability, ease of use, excellent 
rigidity, lightweight materials and high gloss counter finish 
give this product a large competitive advantage over any 
other branded counter. 

Facts:Facts:

Size: 900mm (w) x 500mm(h) x 930mm(d)

Graphic Panel: Laminated self adhesive vinyl

Graphic Panel Size: 1.8m x 900mm

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag

Packing Size:
Base and Top: 900mm x 500mm x 70mm
GGraphic Panel:  900mm x 170mm x 170mm

Weight: 11kg

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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Use this professional and stylish double sided Z-up Brochure Stand to showcase 
your marketing materials quickly and easily. The concertina type construction pops 
up in seconds and offers 6 x A4 brochure trays (3 per side). The Z-UP is supplied 
in a stylish and durable aluminium carry case.

Facts:

Size: 6x A4

Packing Size:Packing Size: 310mm (h) x 460mm (w) x 140mm (d)

Carry Case: Stylish aluminium briefcase

Weight: 8kg

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS BRANDED FITTED TABLE CLOTHS

Designed specifically for our fold up trestle tables, our Branded Fitted Table Cloth provides a clean, 
professional finish for any application where a table is required. Pairing with our exclusive 
new directors chairs makes an excellent combination. Our fitted table cloths are printed 
on 210GSM Polytwill fabric with a zipper on 2 sides for easy application and removal. 
Using a non-stretch fabric with our custom designed template avoids distortion of 
logos and graphics that you find with stretch fabrics, commonly used for this 
application. application. 

 Facts:

Table cloth size: 3.3m x 2.2m 

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated polyester fabric

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag

Trestle Table packing size: 930mm x 770mm x 90mm     

Trestle table weight: 11 kg

Warranty:Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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Full colour Branded Table Cloths are available in 2 standard sizes as well as custom sizes for any size table whether square, 
rectangle, round or oval. Printed via dye sublimation, the inks are colour fast making these fabric table cloths machine 
washable (up to 100 washes without fading). Used together with our standard trestle table, our large table cloth 
provides an overhang of 700mm all round. This will cover anything stored under the table and also offers the 
biggest design area for your brand. Smaller table cloths are more popular for sensitive budgets or simply for 
smaller tables. 

Facts:

Standard Sizes: 

Table cloth Small: 2400mm x 1340mm (300mm overhang)
 
Table cloth Medium: 2800mm x 1740mm (500mm overhang)

Table cloth Large: 3200mm x 2140mm (700mm overhang)  

Graphic Panel:Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated polyester fabric

Packing Size: N/A     

Weight: N/A
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DPI CONCEPTS BRANDED OTTOM ANS

Branded furniture is a simple and effective way of getting your message out in the open. 
From in-store shoe fiting areas, waiting rooms and reception areas to general brand 
activations and promotions to corporate gifts, the applications for this product are 
widespread. The branded covers can be washed and re-used over and over 
giving this product an excellent lifespan and can be used across multiple 
brand campaigns providing an exceptional advertising yield. 

Facts: Facts: 

Small – 350mm x 350mm x 350mm(h)

Medium – 450mm x 450mm x 450mm(h)

Large – 800mm x 800mm x 450mm(h)

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS HANGING BANNERS

Perfect for showrooms, window displays or simply used where floor standing graphics are not an option. 
Our attractive aluminium extrusions finish the print off with style and offer a very neat solution to 
hanging pvc or fabric. The extrusions simply clamp onto your printed substrate and are available 
in any custom width up to 3m wide. Single sided print is used for wall mounting and double 
sided print for two way traffic areas. 

Facts:

Sizes: From 500mm (w) up to 3m (w) by any drop down length

Graphic Panel: Lay flat pvc or dye sublimated polyester fabric, single or double sided

Packing Size: Depends on width of print

Weight: 1kg

Warranty: 15 Year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS FABRIC TENSION FRAM ES
A3, A2, A1, A0 Or Custom

Wall mounted or freestanding, single or double sided, Fabric Tension Frames are fast becoming the most popular retail display system available. 
Fabric tension frames have an extremely flat, taught viewing surface by tensioning fabric prints into an aluminium frame by means of a rubber 
beading which is stitched onto the perimetre of the print. Interchangeable graphics are quick and easy to install by hand, and the silver 
aluminium frame is only visible when viewed at an angle. The system is very neat and provides a professional 
finish to any graphic of up to 12m x 3m for wall mounted graphics. 
Our smaller freestanding units are supplied with a carry bag and 
fall into the portables categorfall into the portables category. 

Facts:

Sizes: A3, A2, A1, A0 (custom sizes available on request)

Graphic Panel: Full colour canvas fabric print

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag

Packing Size: A3, A2, A1, A0 or as per custom size printed     

Weight: From 0.5kg to 2kg

Warranty:Warranty: 15 year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS ARTISTS CANVAS
A3, A2, A1, A0 Or Custom

High resolution printing on satin artists canvas has recently made a comeback 
into the South African market after being pushed aside due to newer high-tech 
print media and signage applications. This product is mostly used in reception 
areas and showrooms as it creates a feeling of authenticity and originality 
with a satin smooth, but slightly textured finish.With standard sizes from 
A3 to A0 (custom sizes on request) and frame depths of 20, 30 and 40mm, 
this product can be used in more applications than ethis product can be used in more applications than ever before. 

Facts:

Sizes: A3, A2, A1, A0 (custom sizes available on request)

Graphic Panel: Full colour canvas fabric print

Packing Size: A3, A2, A1, A0 or as per custom size printed     

Weight: From 0.5kg to 2kg

Warranty: 15 year factory hardware warranty
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